Surface-enhanced Raman scattering dendritic substrates fabricated by deposition of gold and silver on silicon.
This paper reports a study on the preparation of gold nanoparticles and silver dendrites on silicon substrates by immersion plating. Firstly, gold was deposited onto silicon wafer from HF aqueous solution containing HAuCl4. Then, the silicon wafer deposited gold was dipped into HF aqueous solution of AgNO3 to form silver coating gold film. Scanning electron microscopy reveals a uniform gold film consisted of gold nanoparticles and rough silver coating gold film containing uniform dendritic structures on silicon surface. By SERS (surface-enhanced Raman scattering) measurements, the fabricated gold and silver coating gold substrates activity toward SERS is assessed. The SERS spectra of crystal violet on the fabricated substrates reflect the different SERS activities on gold nanoparticles film and silver coating gold dendrites film. Compared with pure gold film on silicon, the film of silver coating gold dendrites film significantly increased the SERS intensity. As the fabrication process is very simple, cost-effective and reproducible, and the fabricated silver coating gold substrate is of excellent enhancement ability, spatial uniformity and good stability.